
131KronusTM high -quality_ tools from RadiaSh_ack,
Pliers/Cutters
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Kronus piers and cutters are made from chrome -vanadium steel. Handles are

double -dipped for the most comfortable grip possible. And RadioShack backs

these toois with a limited lifetime warranty *

(1) 4'4" mini diagonal cutters. Leaf -spring on handles. Easy -to -open
jaws. #64-2951

(2) 6" diagonal cutters. Highly durable construction. #64-2952

(3) Mini long -nose pliers. Narrow jaw with built-in cutter. Leaf -spring
handles. Jaws open automatica ly. #64-2953

(4) 6" long -nose pliers. Holds items tightly for fine control and
bending. Narrow jaw with built-in cutter. #64-2954

(5) 6" slip -joint pliers. All-purpose design for versatility. #64-2955

(6) 6" all-purpose pliers. Narrow jaw with built-in cutter, stripper and
crimper. #64-2957

(7) 6" adjustable wrench. Adjusts to fit a wide range of nuts and
bolts. #64-2956

Crimpers/Strippers
Make a home repair or hobby job easier. Kronus crimpers and strippers are made

rd..to last -featuring rugged steel construction and a limited lifetime warranty.*

(8) 8%" 4 -way crimping tool. Works with terminals, connectors and
splicers. Built-in wire cutter. #64-2984

(9) Heavy-duty automatic wire stripper and cutter. Easily strip or
cut most types of wires. #64-2982

(10) Automatic wire stripper. Gauged cutter is marked for easy
cutting and stripping. #64-2981
(11) Gauged -wire stripper/cutter. Locking device helps strip the wire
fast and easy. Built-in cutter. #64-2980

(12) Adjustable wire stripper. Go from 10 to 30 gauge. Long-lasting
edge remains sharp. #64-2979

(13) Crimper and cutter. Crimper with wire cutter -ideal for installing
solderless terminals. #64-2983
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Screwdrivers
Kronus screwdrivers will get the job done. No matter what your task, we have the

size and bit you need. Plus, they have a limited lifetime warranty*

(14) 6 -piece electronic screwdriver set Ideal for hobbyists. Tapered plastic
handles minimize static and electric shock. #64-2967

(15) 12 -in -1 ratcheting screwdriver set. Ratcheting handle maintains
pressure while turning. 12 assorted bits can be stored in handle. #64-2971

(16) 16 -piece precision screwdriver set. Includes crosspoint, slotted, hex,
nut -drivers, plus a T -handle. #64-2978

(17) 6 -piece precision screwdriver set. Small slotted tips. Swivel bases offer
extra maneuverability. Coated shafts. #64-2968

(18) 6 -piece precision Phillips screwdriver set. Small crosspoint tips. Swivel
bases a -rd coated shafts. #64-2969

(19) Assorted precision screwdriver set. Choose from an assortment of fine
tips -slotted or crosspoint. Coated shafts give you a nonslip grip. #64-2970

Add-cns and accessories

40 Have a special job? We have the Kronus tool you need -all quality constructed for

a variety of tasks and hobbyists needs.

(20) 5 -piece needle file set. High grit -choose from 5 shapes. All steel with
double -dipped handles. #64-29'7

(22) (21) 18 -piece hex key set. F is most standard and metric sizes. Solid steel
construction with molded holders. #64-2976
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(22) Magnetizer/demagnetizer. Easy -to -read label lets you know which
function you are completing. #64-2974
(23) Diamond pocket sharpener. Works on stainless steel or carbon steel.
High grit for fine work -great for honing a quick edge. Pocket clip. #64-2993

(24) Depth gauge. All steel construction. Easy -to -read measurements.
MetridEnglish conversions. #64-2975

(25) Disposable snap -blade knife. Sections snap off for a constantly sharp
steel blade. Locking device keeps blade in place. #64-2966

*Does not apply to consumable, single -use or disposable tools, parts or accessories. See sales associate for details.I


